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This paper presents conditions for the existence and properties of stochastic differential utility as 
a solution of a partial differential equation. Stochastic differential utility is an extention of the 
classical additively-separable utility model that is designed as a platform for new financial asset 
pricing results. The extension is important, for example, when investors display preference for 
early or late resolution of uncertainty. The existence conditions admit Kreps-Porteus stochastic 
differential utility. 

1. Introduction 

This paper presents conditions for the existence and properties of stochas- 
tic differential unity as a solution of a partial differential equation. As such, 
utility can be represented as a smooth function of Markov state variables. 
Stochastic differential utility is an extension of the classical additively- 
separable utility model that was developed by Duflie and Epstein (1992) as a 
platform for new financial asset pricing results. The additively-separable 
mode1 of utility, in its classical form, assigns utility 

U(c)=E[[e-&(c,)dr] 

to a consumption process c. (Technical details are provided in the following 
section.) The extension to stochastic differential utility is important, for 
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instance, if investors display preference for early or late resolution of 
uncertainty. In particular, this paper develops conditions for existence and 
uniqueness of the stochastic differential version of Kreps and Porteus (1978) 
utility with a constant-elasticity-of-substitution form that cannot be treated 
by the techniques in Duflie and Epstein (1992). Neither do Duffie and 
Epstein show whether, in a Markov setting, it is possible to represent utility 
as a function on the Markov state space. 

Section 2 presents the problem, while section 3 contains the main existence 
and uniqueness conditions. Additional characterization is provided in section 
4. Section 5 contains remarks on related results, such as stochastic control 
and security prices. 

2. Stochastic differential utility and its PDE 

This section defines stochastic differential utility for diffusion consumption 
processes and presents the PDE whose solution is the utility function. 

2.1. Stochastic differential utility 

We fix a probability space (Qg,P) and a family (9; t e [0, co)} of 
a-algebras that is the augmented filtration of a standard Brownian motion B 
in R”. For each initial point XE R”, a process X satisfies the stochastic 
differential equation 

dX, = b(X,) dt + a(X,) dB,, X, =x, (1) 

where b:R”+R” and (r:lR”+R”x” satisfy a Lipschitz condition. [A unique 
(strong) solution exists under weaker conditions.] For simplicity, for now we 
may think of X, as the rate of consumption by some economic agent of n 
different goods and services at time t. 

The utility for the consumption process X is determined by the following 
measurable functions: 

(a) An ‘instantaneous aggregator’ f: R” x R+ R, 
(b) A ‘variance multiplier’ A: [W-R, 
(c) A ‘terminal reward’ g: R”+R. 

First we pick a finite time interval [IO, T]. An integrable semimartingale V is 
defined by Duflie and Epstein (1992) to be the T-horizon utility process for 
X if it uniquely satisfies the family of integral equations 
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where [Vj is the quadratic variation process for V. 
In our setting, it can easily be shown that this implies that V is an Ito 

process with 

dVt=ptdt+o,(t) dB,, 

where p is a real-valued progressively measurable process and cy is an 
R”-valued progressively measurable process. From this, we have [VI,= 
& a”(s) + CT”(S) ds and 

Technical definitions can be found in Chung and Williams (1983) or 
Protter (1990). Motivation and some existence results can be found in DulIie 
and Epstein (1992). 

For example, the classical additively-separable utility model has A=0 and 
f(x, u) = u(x) - /Iv, for some suitable function u and scalar j? 2 0, in which case 
(2) is equivalent to 

e-p’“-“u(X,) ds +g(X,) g* I 1 a.s., t E [0, T]. 

In asset pricing applications, it is often the case that X is a state process 
for the economy, while the consumption process itself is {C(X,): tzO> for 
some suitable function C: R”+R. In that case, our conditions are actually on 
the instantaneous aggregator f defined by f(x, u) =f[C(x), u]. 

An integrable semimartingale V is defined to be the infinite-horizon utility 
process for X if it uniquely satisfies the two conditions: 

(a) For all t, Vt=lim, VT almost surely, where VT is the T-horizon utility 
process. 

(b) For all t and T 2 t, 

j(f(X,,Y,)+:A(V~)~CVI f (4) 

One is interested in conditions on (b,a,f,A), in both the T-horizon and 
infinite horizon cases, under which the utility process exists. 

2.2. The PDE 

Naturally, we expect that when the utility process V for the infinite 
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horizon case is well-defined, there is some measurable function J: R”+R such 
that 

V, =J(X,) as., t 20. (5) 

If J satisfies (5) and is C’, Ito’s Lemma and (4) imply that J satisfies the 
following PDE in R”: 

~J(x) +f[X,J(X)] + A[J(X)] ( C Uij(X)aiJ(X)ajJ(X) =O, 
Li > 

where LI(x)=~o(x)c(x)~ and ~J=Ci,jUija,J+CibiaiJ. Conversely, if J is the 
unique solution of (6) that satisfies a natural growth condition and 
{J(X,): t ZO} is integrable, then J defines by (5) the utility process I/. An 
analogous PDE characterizes the T-horizon utility process. 

2.3. A convenient change of unknown 

We now present a change of unknown that eliminates the variance 
multiplier A from the PDE (6), converting the equation from quasi-linear to 
semi-linear. Suppose J satisfies (6) and, for some Cz strictly increasing 
function 4: R+R, let H = C#I o J. Then direct calculation shows that H satislies 

OH +f[X, H(X)] + ;I[H(x)] 1 aij(x)diH(x)ajH(x) 
> 

~0, (7) 
i.i 

where 

and 

a(v)=$‘(u)A[$(~)]+$$ 
V 

(8) 

(9) 

Since 4’ > 0, it is necessary and sufficient for A =0 that 4” = A@, so a 
suitable change of unknown is given by 

4(u)=C2+C1 iexp jA(t)dt ds, 
1 1 1 1 (10) 

where C, >0 and CZ are constants. This leaves the semi-linear elliptic PDE 
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9H(x) + f[x, H(x)] = 0, x E R”. (11) 

Precisely the same procedure in the T-horizon case leaves the semi-linear 
parabolic equation in R” x [0, T]: 

9H(x, t) + awx, t) ~ + f Cx, Wx, t)l = 0, at (12) 

with boundary condition H( ., T)=g. From a PDE viewpoint, several 
difficulties arise: the nonlinearities are not always monotone, and in addition 
growths at infinity are allowed and even interesting. These two features make 
the problem nonstandard. 

2.4. Kreps-Porteus stochastic differential utility 

Without applying a Markov assumption, Duftie and Epstein (1992) as well 
as Duffie et al. (1990) provide conditions under which there exist utility 
processes. Their general existence results rely on the above change of 
unknown, originating with this paper. The general existence results in the 
above cited papers, however, require a uniform Lipschitz condition on f(x, .) 
that rules out some of the most promising examples for asset pricing results, 
including the stochastic differential version of the Kreps-Porteus (1978) 
utility process. For example, Dufie and Epstein (1992) assume the existence 
of the Kreps-Porteus utility model in order to provide a two-factor capital 
asset pricing model and to extend the Cox et al. (1985) model of the term 
structure of interest rates. 

Modulo a change of unknown, the Kreps-Porteus stochastic differential 
utility model presented in D&e and Epstein (1992) has f(x, V) =u(x) - BV 
and A(v) =p/v for some function u: R”+R+ and some constant ~1 SO. The 
results in the following section include this as a special case. 

Specifically, in the setting of a Markov state process X, the Kreps-Porteus 
utility model shown in Duflie and Epstein (1992) has u(x) =~C(X)~ for some 
non-zero constant p < 1, some constant k>O, and some function C: R”+R+ 
defining the rate of consumption of a single commodity as it depends on the 
exogenous state x of the economy. By resealing, we can always assume 
without loss of generality that b= 1. Based on the discussion in Duffle and 
Epstein (1992) and fixing the coefticient p as a measure of intertemporal 
substitution, we may think of u =(l -p) (1 --p)/p as a measure of risk 
tolerance. In that case, p = - 1 + u/p. It is seen below that cc< - 1, or 
equivalently a/p ~0, presents a rather delicate special case insofar as 
existence and uniqueness. 

J.Mon- D 
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3. Existence and uniqueness results 

b to 
be bounded but we will not consider such extensions here. 

We also assume throughout that A g 0 and that A is bounded for t 2 1 and 
that f(x, u) =u(x) -Bv for some positive scalar fi and continuous, positive- 
valued function u: R”+R. By re-scaling, however, we can always take fi= 1 
without loss of generality. 

Let us also mention that our results below are organized as follows: in 
each case, we begin our analysis with the ‘simpler’ case when Uij~~sij and 
bi ~0 so that 9 reduces to fA. Then, we explain how to extend our analysis 
to the general case. 

3.1. The finite-horizon/parabolic case 

Under our assumption on f, the relevant equation for T-horizon utility is 

aqx, t) +g - pJ(x, t) +u(x, t) 

+ A[J(X, t)] C aij(X)aiJ(X, t)ajJ(X, t) =O, (13) 
Li 

with boundary condition J( ., T)=g. We will instead study the following 
equation: 

~J(X,t)+~+U(X,t)+A[~(X, t)] Caij(X)ai~(X, t)aj~(X, t)=O, (14) 
i,j 

with boundary condition J”( ., T) =g, for continuous, positive-valued u: R” x 
[0, T]-+R and g: R”-+R. We look only for positive solutions. Of course, (14) 
contains (13) if b =0, in which we have only replaced u(x) by u(x, t). If fl>O 
and if we consider the Kreps-Porteus model, that is A(o) =p/u for p<O, (14) 
follows from (13) upon setting J”(x, t) =escT-“J(x, t) and u(x, t) =eSCT-‘)u(x). 

Next, we make a change of unknown. This change of unknown is in some 
sense an extension of the classical log transform which reduces a diffusive 
Burgers equation into a linear heat equation (the so-called Cole-Hopf 
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transform). We let &J,Ju) =j; exp (riA(s) ds) dt, and we obtain the equation 

94,4(J) +; 4,(J) + &4(J)u = 0, 4,(~)?,I,=,=Mg), t=T, (15) 

and &(J)=$(4A(j)) with 4’(u) =A(r$Ai(u))SO. 
In the Kreps-Porteus model, we find A(s) =p/s (p ~0) and bA(u) = 

(0 I+‘-l)/(l+p) if p#-1, and $a(u)=logu if ,u=-1. Notice also that if 

p<-1, 
have 

4A(u) remains bounded as u goes to + co, or in other words that we 

qexp[iR(s)ds]dt<;a. (16) 

As we mentioned in the Introduction of section 3, we begin with the case 
of 9=iA, and we thus consider the equation 

z+; Aw+i,b(w)u=O, wI,q=+‘, (17) 

where $ = 4X4, r(w)), W = 4,k). 
Of course, II/ is not in general defined on the whole real line and we set 

&=lim,1,J-4A(u) (z-co), ~=limut+,~&,(u) (S+co). Then, a<w<b on 
IR” and $ is locally Lipschitz, continuous, and nonincreasing on (a,/?). 

We will be using the following conditions: 

Condition A. If a= - 00 (resp. /I= + co), there exist constants C, ~(0, co), 
s0 E (0,1/2T) such that 

g~+~1(-C0(1+eBo1X12 )) (resp.gSfj,‘(C,(l +e”“l”“))) on R”. 

Of course, these inequalities translate into 

W 2 - C,( 1 + eaolxlZ ) (resp. W 5 C,( 1 + eaolx12)) on IF!“. (18) 

In the Kreps-Porteus model, these conditions become: 

if cc<-1, g~(l-(l+~)C,(l+e”“~x~z))‘~~‘+r~ on R”; 
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if CL=-1, exp(-C,(1+e”01X12))~ggexp(C,(1+e”o~x~’)) on R”; 

if O>pL> -1, gj(l+(1+~)C0(l+e”1”12))‘1(‘+~) on R”. 

We will also be using: 

Condition B. If /I = + co, there exist constants C, ~(0, co), E,, ~(0,1/277 such 
that 

0 5 U(X, t)$(C,( 1 + eaolxlz )) 5 C,( 1 + e+l*) on R” x [0, q. 

Here and everywhere below we let B, = {x E UP: 1x15 R}. We will refer to the 
following spaces of functions: 

- C2*‘*“(J3, x [0, T]), the space of functions on BR x [0, T] into R with two 
derivatives with respect to the ‘space’ variable XE BR, and one derivative 
with respect to the ‘time’ variable TV [0, T] such that these derivatives are 
uniformly Holder continuous with exponent a. For a definition of Holder 
continuity and properties of this space, see for example Gilbarg and 
Trudinger (1983, p. 52). 

- W2* ‘vP(B, x [0, TJ), the Sobolev space of functions on B, x [0, T] into R 
that have two weak derivatives with respect to x E B,, one weak derivative 
with respect to TV [0, T], such that these derivatives are all in 
LP(B, x [0, 77). [See, for example, Gilbarg and Trudinger (1983, p. 153)]. 

- C’*‘(B, x [0, T]), the uniformly Holder continuous (with exponent a) 
functions on B, x [0, 7’1 into R. 

Variations on this notation will have the obvious meaning. For example, the 
subscript ‘lot’, as in Wloc 292*P(BR x [0,7’& means the space of functions on 
B, x [0,7’l into R whose restriction to any compact sub-domain of BR x 
[0, TJ has the indicated properties. 

In the following, we will refer in several ways to a collection of results 
known as the ‘maximum principle’, which states basically that a sub- 
harmonic function u on a domain (open connected proper subset of W”) can 
only achieve its maximum in the interior of the domain if u is constant. The 
associated ‘comparison principle’, in a relatively general setting, runs as 
follows. Let 52 be a domain in R”, let r= {(x, z, p, r) E s2 x R x R” x OX”‘“: r is 
symmetric), and let F: T-tR be elliptic, in the sense that the matrix 

[““v; P? “1, i,j=l,..., n, 

is positive definite for all (x,z,p,r)~r. An elliptic second-order equation is 
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defined by F, for UE C’(Q), by F [u] = 0, where f'Cu1 (4 = 
Fb, 4x)> tx(4 K&)). 

Suppose that u and u are in C’(Q) and have continuous extensions to the 
closure of 0. Suppose, moreover, that F is continuously differentiable with 
respect to the (z,p, r) variables in r and non-increasing with respect to the z 
variable. Then F[u] 2 F[u] in Q, and u 6 v on the boundary of a, together 
imply that U~U in Q. This conclusion holds even if F is merely elliptic on the 
range of x~(x,f(x),f,(x),f,,(x)) for any f of the form 8u+(l -B)u, 0505 1. 

This particular consequence of the maximum principle can be found, for 
example, in Gilbarg and Trudinger (1983, Theorem 17.1). Protter and 
Weinberger (1967) offer an easily accessible introduction to maximum 
principles. 

Theorem 1. Under conditions A and B, there is a unique solution J” of (14) 
with the following properties: 

J”E WZS’J(BR x [O, Tl) (tlR< 00, VP< co), 

and ifa= --00 (resp.fl= +a), 

J”g~,‘(-C,(l+e”‘~“~‘)) (resp.~~~~‘(C,(l+e”‘~“~‘))) on R”x[O,T], 

for some constants C, E (0, co), e1 ~(0,1/2T). Furthermore, if ge Co3’(R”) and 
u E C’*“(B, x [0, Tj) (VR < co) for some c1 E (0, s), 

ie C*~‘*“(B, x [0, T]) (VR < a).] 

Proof. We begin with the uniqueness part which, in fact, does not use 
Condition B. We first observe that if y1,J2, are two solutions of (15) with the 
above properties, then w1 = 4A(J”1), w2 =4A(J”Z) are well defined, belong to 
W** lvP(BR x [0, T]) (VR < co, Vp < co) and solve (17). Furthermore, M. < 
wl, w2 <p on R” x [0, T] and thus w= w1 - w2 solves 

aw i 
-=-Aw+a(x,t)w=O, 
at 2 

wI,=T=o (19) 

for some a E L”(B, x (0, T)) (VR < co), asO a.e. In addition, 1 w 15 I/I-a ( if 
both a and p are Iinite, or / w ) S I /.I ) + C,( 1 + eaolx12) if j? is finite and a = - co, 
or I w 1 S2Co( 1 +eeotx12) if a = - co, j?= + co. Here, we used the bounds 
assumed in Theorem 1. These bounds and (18) yield w ~0 in view of 
standard results on linear parabolic equations. 

Next, the regularity of J” follows easily from parabolic regularity results 
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and we only have to explain why a locally bounded solution exists. By 
tedious approximations arguments involving truncation arguments [replace g 
by (g+ l/n) A n, u by u A n], we easily obtain a bounded (from below and 
from above) approximated solution (w,,,JJ on which we have to show the 
bounds stated in Theorem 1. Of course, a < w, < /3 in R” x [0, T]. 

First, since $,,, u, 20, WHIZ,, where z, solves 

2+; wz,=o, Z,It=T=kA(gn) 

and because of Condition A, we obtain the lower bound on J& stated in 
Theorem 1 in the event that a = - co. If u > - co, we also deduce J,z 4, ‘(z”) 
which is locally positive, uniformly in n, since 4Jg,,) and thus z, are locally 
strictly above a, uniformly in n. 

Next, if /I= + co, we choose T’ > T in such a way that the constants s0 
appearing in Conditions A and B are strictly less than 1/2T’ and we then 
consider S=exp($((xI’+K)(t+ T’- T)-'}, where K>O is to be determined. 
We compute 

al? 1 _ 
z+zd~=- +-N(rt~'-~)-l) 

and we observe that @I,=.=exp{([.~[~+K/2T’)}. We then require K to be 
larger than log2C, where C, is the constant appearing in Conditions A and 
B so that 

We thus deduce 

provided we also require that K > N/T'+2. Then, the uniqueness proof 
above adapts easily to this situation and yields via the maximum principle: 
w,$W in KY x [0, 7’l. In particular, J,,S$,‘(W) and the upper bound stated 
in Theorem 1 is proven when fl= + co. 

Finally, if fl< + 00, we have to obtain local upper bounds on .i” or 
equivalently, we have to show that /I-w, is locally bounded from below, 
uniformly in n. To this end, we first observe that the above analysis shows 
that there exists a solution W, of 
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~+;Llw.+$(w,)u,=o, ~“It=T=k4(& ” l), 

which satisfies 0s W, < p in R” x [O, T], w, S W, in R” x [0, T]. Then, we 
remark that $(p)=O, t/(t)=A(ll/;‘(t)) ’ b IS ounded on CO,/?). Hence we have 

~18-W.)+:d(a-W.)+a.(P-W,)=0, p-W,LO, 

where u,EL”‘(B~ x (0, T)) (VR < CO). And we conclude using the strong 
maximum principle since B- W,lt= T= B- bA(gn v 1) is locally strictly posi- 
tive, uniformly in n. 0 

We now go back to the original eq. (13) where we replace as before u(x) 
by u(x, t) but we insist on keeping the term -/?_I. Changing unknowns as 
before yields the equation 

g+;Aw++(w)u+X(w)=O, wlt=.=k4k)~ (20) 

where X(W) = -/~(W)@;‘(W). We then observe that 

Thus x’(w) is bounded from above as soon as we have 

A(t) 2 T on (0, co) (21) 

for some PE( - co, 0). This property of x allows us to reproduce the proof of 
Theorem 1 and yields 

Theorem 1’. Under Conditions A and B, Theorem 1 also holds if we replace 
eq. (14) by eq. (13). 

We now turn to the general case of a diffusion operator 9 = aijaij + bidi. By 
resealing, we may always assume 

(22) 
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Theorem 2. Under Conditions A and B, Theorems 1 and 1’ hold in the case 
of a general operator 9, where the diffusion matrix (qij) is normalized to 
satisfy (22). 

Proof (Sketch). The proof is essentially the same once we remark that for 
all T’ > T, 6 E (0,1/T’), there exists a constant Z? = If(6, T’- 7’) such that for 
KZK, @=exp{i(\xI*+K) (T’-T+t)-‘-6) satisfies 

Indeed, we have 

+{(T’-T+t)-l-6}* ts+{(T’-T+t)-‘-6) Cbixiw 
I 

in view of (22) and the boundedness of aij, bi where 7 = 6( T’- T - t)- ’ > 0 and 
C>O is independent of x, b, T’, 6 and K. Therefore, we deduce 

aw K _ 
;it+%+T’-T+t)-2~+~(T’-T+t)-1w$--w 

4(T)2 ’ 

provided we choose K 22CT’F’. 

3.2. The infinite-horizon Kreps-Porteus utility equation (p= - 1) 

We now study the PDE (6) for the case of f(x, u) =u(x)u and A(u) = - l/u, 
that is 

9J-J- j ~,aijdiJajJ+u=O in IV. 
131 

(23) 

The appropriate change of unknown is w = 4”(J) = log J which yields the 
equation 

9w- 1 +e-“u=O in R”. (24) 
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Again, we will start with the special case when G@ =$A, aijr$Fiij so that (23), 
(24) reduce respectively to 

~AJ-J-& [AJ~~+u=~ in Iwn, (25) 

and 

+Aw-l+e-“u=O in IX”. (26) 

We will use the following: 

Condition C. A function h: R”+R satisfies Condition C if there exist some 
constants C > 1, 6 E (0,1/N) such that l/C 5 h(x) 5 C edlxlZ on R”. 

Theorem 3. Suppose u satisfies Condition C. Let J,, Jz be positive functions 
on R” in W:dcp( R”) (Vp < co) satisfying, respectively, 

~AJ,-J,-&J,~~+~~o ink!“, (27) 
1 

iAJ,-J,-$ )PJ$+~~o inUT, 
2 

(28) 

Then, if J, satisfies Condition C and J, is bounded away from 0, J, 5 J2 on R”. 
In addition there is a unique solution J in Wf;,P(R”) (VP< co) of (25) satisfying 
Condition C. 

Proof. We begin with the uniqueness part. Let Wt =log Ji (i= 1,2), wi solve 

$Aw, - 1 +e -wluzO in KY, Wl E ~:d,pw) (VP < a), (29) 

$Aw,-l+e -w*u~O in R”, w2 E ~:dcpow (VP < a), (30) 

and 

wr(x)S6jxj2+K, w2(x) 5 -K on R”, (31) 

for some positive constant K. 
We then introduce w=.~,~x/~+M, where cr~(B,l/N) and M is a positive 

constant to be determined. We observe that 
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choosing M large enough so that u(x) e-E11X12-M5(1 --N&r) (because of 
Condition C). 

Then, letting 0 ~(0, l), we are going to show that w1 5 Bw, +( 1 -tI)W on R” 
and we will conclude by letting 6 go to 1. To this end, we remark first that 
(31) and the choice of W imply that w1 58~~ +(1-&G for 1 x 1 large, say 
1x1 ZR,. Then, we use the convexity of (w-e-“‘) to deduce that 

~e{giw2- 1 +esw2 u}+(l-8){fA~-l+e-~u}40. 

Therefore, denoting by z = f?w, + (1 - e)G, we obtain on B,, 

Since (wbeew) is decreasing, we see that asO. We then conclude by a 
simple application of the maximum principle. 

Next, we prove the existence part. Because of Condition C there exists 
a~(O,l] such that ulcc. Since (wwe -“) is decreasing, standard results on 
monotone operators yield the existence and uniqueness of a solution wR of 

$Aw,- 1 +e-“%=O in B,, WOE W2*p(B,) (VP< co), 

WR(8Bn = log u, (32) 

for all R ~0. The above argument then shows that wR zlogcr on B, and 
w,sW on BR. These bounds and elliptic estimates allow us to pass to the 
limit as R goes to + co, and we recover a solution of 

+Aw- 1 +e-“‘u=O in R”, WE W:dcp(R”) (Vp<O), 

which satisfies logcls wj@ on R”. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3, 
setting J=ew. 0 

Remark. Condition C is optimal both for the comparison part and the 
existence part. Indeed, J2 =exp(lx12/N) satisfies (28) for all positive u while 
J, =2 satisfies (27) if ~22 on R”; however, Jr(O)>J,(O). 

Next, if uZvexp(lx12/ n ) f or some v >O, one can show that there does not 
exist a solution of (25) that is bounded away from 0. Indeed, arguing by 
contradiction, we would obtain a solution w of 

+Aw- 1 +e-“u=O in R”, WE W~dp(R”) (Vp<O), 
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which is bounded from below, say by -M for some positive constant M. In 
particular, we have 

tdw- 1 +e-wved1x12S0 in R”, V6~(O,l/n), 

while w,=6~x~2-log(l-&r)+logu solves 

+dw,-1 +e-W”veslX12=0 in R”. 

By Theorem 3, we deduce: w2 w6 on R”. And we reach a contradiction by 
letting 6 go to l/n since w,(w) t + co as 6 t l/n. 

We next consider general operator 9. In that case we have to replace the 
crucial quantity Ixl’/n by a function w0 satisfying 

9w, 5 1, in R”, wo E IGzV9 (VP CO), 

w,>O in KY, wo++cO as JxJ+co. (33) 

Let us give a few examples of such a function wo. First of all, if there exists a 
point x0 E R” such that 

Tr(a)+b(x),(x-x,)Sy on Iw” for some ~20, 

then we may take wo(x)=f~(x-xo~2 with 0 ~15 l/c(. In general, we may 
always take we(x) = 2(~ + Ix/~)~‘~, where 

Then, we replace Condition C with 

Condition C’. A function h: I?‘+ R satisfies Condition C’ if there exist some 
constants C > 1, 6 E (0,l) such that l/C 5 h(x) 2 C edwO@) on R”. 

Theorem 3’. The analogue of Theorem 3 holds for eq. (23) provided we 
replace Condition C by Condition c’. 

We conclude this section by mentioning how the preceding arguments 
adapt to more general functions A. We assume that A is differentiable on 
(0, co) and that it satisfies 

and 

A’(t)20, (tA(t))‘~O on (0, a), (34) 
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A(t) 2 - i on (0, co). (35) 

Then, the PDE (6) with f(x,O) =u(x)-u becomes 

L2.I -J + A(J) 1 UijaiJdjJ + U = 0 in R”, (36) 
i,j 

and after changing variables w=~,JJ) reduces to 

9w-t$(w)u-c$A~(w)JI(w)=O in R”. (37) 

Then, we see that the nonlinear function g(x, t)=I(l(t)u(x)--$;‘(t)ti(t) is 
non-increasing because of (35) and is convex because of (34). These two 
properties allow us to reproduce the preceding proofs and to obtain the same 
results as in Theorems 3 and 3’ provided we replace the condition on u by 
inf,, u > 0 and that for some 6 E (0, l), we can find K > 0 such that 

u(x)+(bwO(x) + K) s 1 - 6 on R”. (38) 

Similarly, the condition on J in Theorem 3 has to be replaced by 

J(x) 5 4; ‘(6w&) + K) on R”, (39) 

for some 6 E: (0, l), K > 0. 

3.3. The infinite-horizon Kreps-Porteus utility equation [p E( - 1, O)] 

We now consider (6) for the case f(x, u) = u(x) -II and A(v) =p/v with 
p E ( - 1, 0), that is, 

&@J-J+lf- ~ai,diJajJ+U=O in R”. (40) 
1.1 

The change of unknowns w = $A(J) = (J lrfl - 1)/(1+ ,u) yields the equation 

Again, 

C@w+(l +(l +~)~)~‘(~+%-l-(l +,u)w=O in R”. 

the special case of L@ =$A, Uij=46ij produces 

i AJ--J+& jPJj2+u=0 in R” 

(41) 

(42) 
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and 

~d~+(1+(1+~)w)~~~~+~G~-1-(1+~)w=O inR”. (43) 

Observe that the nonlinear function 

[defined for t > - l/( 1 + p)] is again non-increasing and convex. This allows 
us to adapt in a straightforward manner the arguments of the preceding 
section to this case. And we introduce the conditions: 

Condition D,. A function h: lR”+R satisfies Condition D, if there exists 
some constant C > 1 such that l/C 5 h(x) 5 Cw,(x) -Ir’(l +JI) on R”. 

Condition D,. A function h: R”+R satisfies Condition D2 if there exists 
some constant C > 0 such that h(x) 5 Cw,(x)“” +II) on R”. 

In these two conditions, w0 is a function satisfying 

SW,-(1 +~)wO~O in R”, wo E I%VV (VP < 001, 

with w. >O in UP, wo++co as IxI+co. (44) 

Notice that we might as well require that 9w, -( 1 +p)w, is bounded from 
above (replace w. by w,+ K with K >O large.. .). An example of such a 
function w. is given by we(x) exp(LJm) + K, where x0 is any point 
in KY, where K is large enough, and where il> 0 satisfies 

sup LZ Ia.. (x-xO)i(x-xO)j+~ Cb, (x-xO)i<(l +p) 

x+x0 i,j ” Ix-xo12 i ’ IX-X01 

In particular, if aij=dij, bi=O, that is, 9= A, we may take we(x) = 
exp(&,/m)+K, where 1c(l +P)“~. 

And we obtain by the arguments of the preceding section 

Theorem 4. Suppose u satisfies Condition D,. Let J1, J2 be positive functions 
on R” in W$[(R”) (VP< co) satisfying, respectively, 

9J,-J,+F ~aij~,J,~,J,+u~O in KY’, 
1 l,j 

(45) 
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(46) 

Then, if J1 satisfies Condition D2 and J2 is bounded away from 0, J1 5 J2 on 
R”. In addition, there is a unique solution J in W:d,p(R”) (VP< co) of (40) 
satisfying Condition D, that is bounded away from 0. 

In fact, this result can be adapted to more general functions A that are 
differentiable on (0, co) satisfy (34), and 

A(t) 2: on (0, co), (47) 

where ~LE( - l,O). Then, the equations are again given by (36) and (37) and 
the nonlinear function g(x, t) = $( t)u(x) - 4, ‘(t)+(t) is still convex because of 
(34), but it also satisfies 

g tx, t)= $‘(tMx) - 1 -44A1WMi1(t) 5 41 +p) +J/‘(t)u(x), 

in view of (47). Notice also that g(x,O)=u(x)- 1. 
Then, Theorem 4 adapts to this general situation replacing the bounds on 

u and J implied by Conditions D, and D,, respectively, by the following 
ones: 

$‘(Cw,(x))u(x) SC on R”, (48) 

J(x) 5 4; ‘(Cw,(x)) on R”, (49) 

for some C>O. 

3.4. The infinite-horizon Kreps-Porteus utility equation (p< - 1) 

We finally consider the PDE (6) for the case f(x, u) =u(x) -u and A(u) =p/u 
where PL< - 1, that is, (40) or (42). The change of unknowns 

where y = (,u + 1) > 0, yields the equations 

5?Sw+(l -yw) l+l/Yu- l+yw=O in KY. (50) 
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that w < l/y if J ~-0, so that the function is well-defined. The function 
g(x,t) is now given by 

g(x,t)=(l-yyt)‘+%-l+yt, 

and even if it is still convex, it is no more non-increasing. This fact explains 
why the problem is much more delicate in this case. To fix these ideas, let us 
also write down for the special case 9=iA 

~Aw+(1-yw)‘+‘~~~-l++w=O in [w”. (51) 

A related difficulty to the loss of monotonicity of the function is the fact 
that (50) or (51) possess a trivial solution w = l/y that we have tried to avoid 
since the change of unknown requires w to be strictly less than l/y. Finally, 
we will in fact work with z= 1 -yw= J-y rewriting (50), (51) as 

or 

9z+yz=yz’+‘~yu in Iw”, z>O in Iw”, (52) 

~Az+y~=yz’~“~u in Iw”, z>O in [w”. (53) 

As we will see below, the existence of solutions will be insured in general; 
however, the uniqueness and comparison results will depend on the growth 
and behavior of u and on the operator 9. We thus begin with existence 
questions. To this end, we need to introduce a few notions. We will say that 
5 (resp. J) is a maximum (resp. minimum) solution of (40) if it is a solution 
and is above all subsolutions of (40) [resp. below all supersolutions of (40)]. 
Finally, J’ is a supersolution of (40) [resp. a subsolution of (40)] if J’ satisfies 
(46) [resp. (45)] (and J >O in BY’). One defines in a similar manner 
supersolutions, subsolutions, maximum and minimum solutions of (52). We 
will also need to introduce n,(9), which we define to be 

lim SUP h@, BR(x)), 
Rt+m xel8” 

where il(9,BR(x)) is the first eigenvalue of -9 on the ball BR(x) with 
homogeneous Dirichlet conditions. [Remark that jll(9) 2 0.1 

Theorem 5. Assume that u is strictly positive on R”. Then there exists a 
minimum solution J in W,2d,p(R”) (Vp < co) of (#O), or equivalently a maximum 
solution Z in WzCp( R”) (Vp < 00) of (52). In addition, if u is bounded away from 
0,Z is bounded, and J is also bounded away from 0. Furthermore, if n,(9) < y, 
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there exists a maximum solution J in Wf$‘([W”) (VP< co) of (40), or equiua- 
lently a minimum solution z in W:;:(W) (VP< co) of (52). 

Proof. It is of course enough to prove the existence of 2,~. The existence 
relies upon a local estimate described in the following. 

Lemma 6. Let z 20 E W$t(W) (Vp < co) satisfy 

for some M >O, 6 ~(0, l), x0 E KY’. Then, there exists a positive constant 
dependng only on 9,S, y and M such that z(xJ 5 C. 

This lemma is more or less standard [see for instance Brezis (1984) for an 
application of these bounds] and is proven by considering an explosive 
supersolution f, = C(M2 - 1 x -x0 I’)-‘, where a= 2y and C is large enough. 
Clearly, by the maximum principle, z(xO) 5 i&x0) = CM-‘“. 

We now use this lemma to prove the existence of s,Z. To this end, we 
consider for R large enough the positive solution 5 of 

~~+~z~=~z~~~~~u in B,, ZQ&in =O. (55) 

Such a solution exists [see for example the review article by Lions (1982)] as 
soon as the first eigenvalue of ~3 on BR with homogeneous Dirichlet 
condition is strictly less than y and thus in particular for R large enough. 
Next, any supersolution of (52) is a supersolution of (55) and thus above zR 
by Lemma 7 below. We easily obtain the existence of z by letting R go 
to= + co, using the local bounds provided by Lemma 6 and local elliptic 
estimates. 

Lemma 7. Let z,,z,LOEW:~,P(B~) (Vp<oo) satisfy ~z,+~z,~~z~+‘~~u in 
BR, 9z, + yz, 2 yz; + 1’y u in B, and z2 SzI on aBR, z1 $0. Then, z2 SzI on BR. 

Again, this is a standard result on semilinear elliptic equations that we will 
not reprove here [see Lions (1982) for results of this sort]. 

The existence of I follows from a similar approximation procedure. First of 
all, Lemma 6 implies that all subsolutions of (52) are bounded on BR by a 
constant CR > 0. Then we consider the positive solution ZR of 
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By Lemma 7, all subsolutions of (52) are below ZR on BR and we again let R 
go to + cc to recover the maximum solution Z. 

Finally, we have to prove that z is bounded if u is bounded away from 0. 
This again follows from Lemma 6 since Z satisfies (54) for all M > 0, x0 E R”, 
and a fixed 6>0. Then, 

1 0 
i+ l/Y CM3Y 

a2 +(M2--(x-xxgj2p 

for some fixed constant C > 0 is a supersolution of (54), and therefore 

And we conclude by letting M go to + co. 0 

This proof and Lemma 7 shows that the main difficulty with uniqueness or 
comparison lies with the behavior of solutions at infinity. And the following 
example shows that it is a real difficulty. 

Example. Let 9= A +b(d/dx,) for some b>O that we will determine later 
on. Then, eaxl is a solution of (40) with u E 0 if we have (1 + ~)1’ + bl- 1 = 0. 
This is the case if we fix 1>0 and choose b=(l +y1’)13-‘. In particular, e’lx’ 
is a subsolution of (40) for all positive U. It is not difficult to check that 

Notice also that K elxl is for all K >O still a subsolution of (40) for all 
positive U, a fact that shows that .i does not exist and that Theorem 5 is in 
some sense optimal. 0 

This example also illustrates some of the specific difficulties encountered 
with exponential growths and a general operator 9, and might be an 
explanation for the type of uniqueness results we show below that are of 
three different types: We first treat the case of ‘log-bounded variation’ 
functions U, then we consider functions u that grow in a ‘superexponential’ 
fashion, and finally we consider operators that are self-adjoint like A and 
obtain uniqueness results for rather general classes of functions U. 
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Condition E. A function h: R”+lR satisfies Condition E if there exists a 
positive constant 6 such that 

us6>0 on [w”, 4x) ---I for all x, YER”, Ix-Y(Sl. 
U(Y) 

Condition E simple means that logu has bounded oscillations on bounded 
sets. It is satisfied in particular if u is differentiable on R” and 1 Vu(x) 15 G(x) 
on [w” for some constant C>O. 

Theorem 8. Suppose u satisfies Condition E and A,(@<y. 7hen J=L on R”, 
or equivalently Z=g on R”. 

Proof. We are going to show that Z 5 g on [w”. By Theorem 5, we know that 
z exists, that Z is bounded on IR”, and of course that Z2z on R”. - 

The first step consists in showing that a(x)=gl’Yu isbounded away from 0 
on R”. In view of the definition of n,(9), we can find R,>O large enough so 
that supXSw. 2,(9, BRO(x)) <y. Then, for each x0 E [w”, we consider the solution 
of 

9z,, + yz,, = yzt,f lh in BRo(XO), z,, > 0 E K&%)~ ZXOlasn,=O~ (56) 

A simple compactness argument shows that there exists some v > 0 such that 
z,,(xO) 2 v for all x0 E II?‘. And we remark that for all 1) 0, AZ,, solves 

9(2z,,) + JJ(~z,,) = yK liy(;iz,,)l + ‘ly in &(x0), 

with 

(&J > 0 in &&xO)~ &olasR,(xO) = 0. 

Therefore, Lemma 7 implies that ~2 ;lzXO on B&x0), where 1= 

csuPs,“cx,,4 -y. In particular we deduce for all x0 E [w”: 

(&%)P sup uzv. 
Bn&o) 

In conclusion, Condition E yields 

a=gl’Yuzp>O on UP. (57) 

The next step is to show that F’lyu is bounded. This is quite similar to the 
above proof. Recall that we already know that Z is bounded, say by C,, for 
some C, > 0. We then introduce P,, > 0 as a solution of 
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( > 
Y 

%,, + yi,, = ye;,+ lh’E B&(X& %c, 1 alIn, = co inf u . 
hz,(xo) 

And we observe that Zs2li,, on BRo(xO), where A=(infBRO(XOju))Y. Since we 
have 

9(&J + y&J = yA - “‘(n2,J’ + l’y 5 yt@,,)’ + 1’7 E B&(X0), 

and Z,,,= Co on aB,,(x,). The comparison between Z and ;li,, then follows 
from Lemma 6. But, by Lemma 7, we deduce that 

for some C>O independent of x0. And Condition E finally yields 

b=T’IYu<C on R” > (58) 

for some C > 0. 
In particular, we deduce from (57) and (58) that 

Zs Mz on IV’, (59) _ 

for some M > 0. We may now complete the uniqueness proof by observing 
that 

~(z-~++(z-~~((y+l)a(z-~~yya(z-_zl+dz-zl on R”, (60) 

while of course, 

gz+yz=az in R”. (61) 

We then consider the unique bounded solution .? of 

Such a solution exists since aE Lc,, ~20 [in fact, (58), (59) imply that 
a E Lm(W)]. Then, we have on one hand, 2(x, t) S(M - l)?(x) on R” x (0, co), 
because of (59), (61) and the maximum principle. 

On the other hand, i(x,t)=e@(F-3 satisfies in view of (60) 
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. 
--~+B~+yi~~& in R”x(O,co), ,?l,=O=(Z-zJ on R”. 

Therefore, applying again the maximum principle, we find that t $2 on 
R” x (0, co). These comparisons yield 

epz(.f-g) s(M- 1)~ on R” x (0, co), 

and we conclude that Z=z upon letting t go to + co. 0 

We now turn to the second situation that we are able to analyze. In fact, 
we will only give one example of the type of results that can be achieved by 
similar arguments. We consider an auxiliary function I(IE C’([O, co)) 
satisfying: 

$(O) > 0, I)'(O) = 0, $” > 0 on [0, co), $(,)++a~ as t-,+03, 

$(~/)‘~+$“~(l +6)(11/‘)2 for t large and some 6~(O,y). 

Typical examples are provided by Ii/(t) =exp (At’) with I >O, a > 1. Now we 
introduce 

Condition F. A function u: [w”+Iw satisfies Condition F if there exist x,, E IV, 
a function $J satisfying the above properties, and a constant M E( 1, co) such 
that we have u(x)tj(\x-x,1)-‘+ + co as (xl+00 and 

+M(l +(~‘((x-x~())~~(Ix--xgI)-~) on KY* 

Theorem 9. Suppose u satisfies Condition F. Then, J is the unique positive 
solution in W:dcp(Iw”)(Vp< co) of (40), or equivalently, 5 is the unique solution 
in Wf;t(RP) (Vp < co) of (52). 

Remark. Let us emphasize that, unless A,(a)<y, J is not in general above 
all subsolutions of (40) as the example given after the proof of Theorem 5 
shows. On the other hand, the proof below shows that J is above all 
subsolutions of (40) that are bounded away from 0. 

Proof of Theorem 9. We consider an arbitrary positive solution J of (40), 
or equivalently, a solution z of (52), and we want to prove that J=J, or 
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equivalently, that z =Z. Of course, we have J 2.J on R”, z SZ on UP. To 
-- simplify notation, we assume that x0 = 0. 

We first show that J$ - ’ is bounded from above on R”. This is done by 
considering tiR = $(r( 1 + l/(R - r))), where R 2 1, r = 1 x I. A horrendous compu- 
tation shows that there exists some R, > 0, .q > 0 independent of R such that 

~~n-~n+~Caijai~,aj~~~ -E~$R~($X)~ for R,sIxI<R. (62) 
1.1 

On the other hand, by Condition F, we find some M, > 0 such that 

u(x)SM~(IC/~)~IC/;~ for R,~lxj<R. (63) 

Finally, there exists some K, < 0 such that 

J(x) 5 K&x) 5 KOtiR(x) for [xl= R,. (64) 

Combining (62), (63) (64) and setting K =max(K,, M,,/E~), we find that 

9(K’R) + (K;,) i, j ~ CUijai(KrC/R)aj(KII/R)+u~O for R,TZIXI<R, 

while of course (K$R)(x)++cc as IxI+R, and Jz(K@R) for jxl=Ro. This 
yields: J 5 KtiR for R, 5 1x1 CR. This comparison may be deduced from 
Lemma 7 after transforming the equations in the ‘z-unknowns’. We then 
conclude that JSK, upon letting R go to + co. 

In particular, we see that 

satisfies 

O<a(x) on R”, a(x)-++cc as IxI++co. 

On the other hand, exactly as in the proof of Theorem 8, we have 

9(?-z)+y(Z-z)-ya(Z-~)~a(,?-z) on R”, Z-z20 on R” 

and 

9z+yz-uz=O on R”, z>O on R”. 

(65) 

But then the asymptotic behavior of a at cc allows us to conclude the proof 
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easily in view of well-known results on the first eigenvalue of elliptic 
operators. 0 

We finally conclude this section by the third case, which corresponds to 
self-adjoint operators 9 =(a/axi)aij(x) (a/ax,), so that in other words b,(x) = 

~j(a/axj)aij(x) tf or all i). This assumption that we make throughout the end 
of this section allows us to use some special results. Notice already that this 
implies obviously that A,(9) = 0. We introduce 

Condition G. There exists a constant v > 0 such that 

~(x)~v(l+IxI)~ on R”, 

where ~20 satisfies: if ~5-2 and n>6, then Il+~I~(~$(n-6), and if 
-25~<-1 and n>3, then I1+~[(2+cr)&(n-2). 

Theorem 10. Suppose u satisfies Condition G, then J=J on R”, or equiva- 
lently, 5-g on R”. 

Proof. We only have to show that Z-g, which is nonnegative on R”, in fact 
vanishes. We remark that if y = I p + 115 1, then 

~(Z-~++(Z-~-y~~yu(Z-~z)yu(~--z_)l+liy on R”, (66) 

while if y> 1, 

~(~-3+y(iz)-y~‘Yu(r-~~~~(i-~~~(-’~”~’ on R”. (67) 

In addition, since z> 0 satisfies 

?Bz+ yg- ~z”~uF= 0 in R”, 

we deduce that A,(9 + y - y~“~u) 2 0. Therefore 

~n~aijai$aj4+( ygl’yu - y)c#~~ dx 2 0, 

for all 4E W1*2(Rn). 
Finally, the proof of Theorem 8 shows that, because of Condition G, 

(68) 

~((x)~C(~+IX()-~~ on R”, 
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for some C>O. Combining this bound with (67), we deduce 

~(Z-~)+y(Z-_z)-~y~~‘~u(Z-_z)~~g(Z-_z)~ on [w”, (69) 

where 6>0, g=(l +Ixt)B, 8= 1+ l/y and /?=cr if 72 1, while 8=2 and /3=~~y 
if y>l. Then, let @ECU, 05451, sup4cB,, 4~1 on B,, and for R>O, 

we set c$~(x)=~(x/R). We then multiply (69) by &(Z-3), and integrate by 
parts in order to find 

1 uijat(~R(Z-_Z))aj(~R(Z-_Z_)) +(Y~_“‘u-Y) (~JR(~-~Z_))’ dx 
1 

In view of (68) and the properties of +s, we deduce from this inequality 

55 ( 1 
Z/(1 +w 

R2 Rs,?;S2Rg(~-@1+edX 
_ 

> 
v- 1w+ 1) 

X s g -2/(e-l)dx 

RslxllZR 

by Holder’s inequalities, where C denotes in all that follows various 
constants independent of R. We finally deduce from this inequality and the 
explicit form of g that 

> 
2~1 +e) 

X f hdx , 
R<lxls2R 

where h =g(Z-3)’ +‘. 

Notice that the exponent of R, namely 

(70) 
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is nonpositive in view of Condition G. Therefore, (70) yields for all R2 1, 

Z/Cl +e) 

f hdxsC j hdx . (71) 
IxlBR R~lxj~2R 

In particular, if we choose successively R = 2k, we find for all k 2 0, 

xk+lz 3 0 
v+ 1)/Z 

c ’ 

where C > 0, 8> 1 are independent of K. Therefore, yk = C-(e+l)i(e- ‘)xk 
satisfies 

Yk+l z(yk)@+1)'2 or logyk+lL$(8+l)logyk. 

Hence, either yks 1 for all k, that is, xks Ccc+ ‘Mu-‘) for all k, or yk,,> 1 for 
some k, and then 

Yk 2 (Ykc,) 
WJ+l)/2)k-ko for k&& 

If the second case were to happen, this would mean that for k 2 k. 

s g(Z-~)“edx~C(e”)‘ce-1)(~ko)((e+1)’2)k-ka for some y,,>l, 
1x152” 

and we reach a contradiction since $(0+ 1) > 1, and by (68) and the fact that 
Z-z is bounded we have for all kz0 _ 

Therefore, xk~c(e+i)i(e-i) f or all k and thus hE L’(W). But then 
~R~,x,52Rhdx-+0 as R++co. And (70) then implies that h=O, that is, 5-z. 
on R”. 0 

4. Remarks and related results 

We begin with some applications of the preceding results and their proofs. 
These applications concern the monotonicity of J with respect to various 
data such as the terminal reward g or the running reward a, or comparative 
risk aversion, which is in fact a monotonicity property with respect to A [see 
DufIie and Epstein (1992)]. All of these properties were shown using 
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probabilistic methods in Duflie and Epstein (1992) by an extension of 
Gronwall’s inequalities but again required Lipschitz conditions that rule out 
interesting special cases such as Kreps-Porteus utility. They can be summar- 
ized by the following inequality: 

in the finite horizon case or 

where we recall the dependence of the utility function J upon the relevant 
data by writing J as function of these data. 

These comparison results are true whenever our existence, uniqueness and 
comparison results proved in the preceding sections apply since J(g,,u,,Ar) 
[resp. J(u,,A,)] is a supersolution of the problem (g,,t.+,A,) [resp. (u,, A,)] 
and conversely, J(g,,u,,A,) [resp. J(u2,At)] is a subsolution of the problem 
(g,,ul,A,) [resp. (ur,Ar)]. And all our results apply to the comparison of 
super and subsolutions even if we did not explicitly mention this fact in 
section 3 for the finite-horizon case. For instance, (72) follows from 
Theorems 1, l’, or 2 whenever (g2, u,), (g2, u2) satisfy Conditions A and B. 

Another possible extension concerns the possibility of having degenerate 
diffusion processes or operator 9, or the extension to Hamilton-Jacobi- 
Bellman equations, extending to this setting the usual HJB equations for 
stochastic control with additively-separable objectives. Indeed, all of our 
methods of proofs rely on comparison results involving the maximum 
principle except for Theorem 10, and this can be combined with the theory 
of viscosity solutions. [See Crandall and Lions (1983), Lions (1983), Ishii and 
Lions (1990), Crandall et al. (1990) and the references therein.] 

Our final remark concerns the link between our results and the original 
stochastic problems (2) or (4). By Ito’s Lemma we see that the verification of 
(2) or (4) is straightforward provided we observe that, by easy truncation 
arguments which reduce the problem to cases with bounded data and 
passing to the limit while removing the truncations, one just has to check the 
integrability of u(X,), g(X,), J(X,), and A(J(X,))) PJ(X,) 1’. This can be easily 
achieved by growth conditions on u and g, such as u(x), g(x) s C e”lxl for C, 
M 20, which imply similar bounds on J(x) by the arguments of section 3.1. 
Then, elliptic and parabolic estimates on the transformed equations yield the 
necessary bounds on VJ(X,). 

Having solved for the utility process V,=J(X,), one can solve for the prices 
of securities in a single-agent setting as in Duffie and Epstein (1992) and, in 
greater generality, Duftie and Epstein (1992) and, in greater generality, DutIie 
and Skiadas (1990). As shown in these papers, a security promising 
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consumption dividends (in a numeraire commodity) at a rate given by a 
process {S,} has, assuming integrability, a price process {S,} defined by 

where 

(75) 

and where p(C(x), v)=~(x, V) for f as in (11) or (12). 
For a dividend process of the form 6,= h(X,), one can derive yet another 

PDE from (74) for the security price S, as a function of the current state, in 
the usual manner of the Feynman-Kac formula 

An analogous solution for security prices applies in the finite horizon case. 
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